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Abstract: Facial Recognition is done to extract emotion of the 

face. This Paper aims to check that emotion is acted or real 

expression. For this paper dataset is created for the targeted 

purpose. The recognition of emotion is acted or not is done by 

extracting the special patches on faces, which are based on 

predefined theory where its proven that patches occurs on face for 

basic six expression. In this work only happy emotion is taken into 

consideration.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many work is going on as well done in the direction of 

facial expression recognition but the next stage of the 

recognition is of sloving the challenges in facial expression 

recognition like illumination , point of view etc. Now one 

more concept has emerged under this researches that is 

detection of acted and  real or say spontaneous expression. 

This is a check of truth in the shown expression by human 

being. The implementation of detection of true or fake 

emotion can be useful in many fields like in lie detector for 

criminals as well as witness in court are telling truth or in any 

circumstances they are giving fake statement to the court 

which may mislead or converts into injustice to some people. 

Implementation of this work can also help in artificial 

intelligence were humanoid or machine can detect it and 

enhance its understanding.  

 
[1]

For the recognition  of  the truth of the communicated 

emotion is done using micro expression. This  micro 

expression are involuntary muscle movement happening of 

face which shows or say leaks the real emotion. This last to 

1/5 to 1/25 of a second on face. The main task is to go at the 

specific frames and detect this leaks. For this purpose each 

and every frame needs to extracted and analyzed.  Every 

method has its own issue that is a good quality of video frames 

are need so that things can be analyzed. But if have a steady 

image of any emotions things would not be so clear. Rather in 

this work the special facial patches are taken into account on 

basis of which the truth of the expression is bifurcated. 
[2]

This 

facial patches are occurring with respect to the emotion. The 

given image in figure 1 indicates the prominent patches 

occurring for happy emotion. This patches can used to detect 

truth of the emotion. 
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Fig. 1 Prominent patches for real happy emotion

[3]
 

    
 

II.  DATASET 

This dataset is created for only happy emotion. That is with 

two variation spontaneous and acted one. For the creation of 

this dataset random subjects were selected. Dataset consist of 

50 images containing 25 real happy expression faces while 25 

were acted one. Sony cyber shot was used for clicking the 

images. Each images is of 72  DPI vertically and horizontally. 

Dimensions on the images ranginng from 2000 × 2000 to 

4000 × 4000.  

 

This dataset is completely created for research purpose nor 

for any commercial use. This data solely target only happy 

emotion and in it bifurcation of the real either that 

spontaneous expression or acted emotion. The subject are 

student who posed for the research purpose. The dataset 

contain all high dimension colored facial images. In all 

images are frontal as shown in  above samples. There is not a 

perfection of exact frontal face due to the reason of making 

them laugh or smile, as the purpose of capturing spontaneous 

expression was needed. The capturing of the images are at 

different time and different location so some variation in 

background is there. Samples of the dataset are as below. 
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